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Fatebe, the character who stars in an exhibition of drawings and
paintings by Ebecho Muslimova that opens tonight at Magenta Plains, is
a slob. She is a feminist icon. She is ridiculous. She is a dick joke writ
with vaginas. She is joyful, she is gluttonous, and she is body proud.

She emerged while Muslimova was an undergraduate at Cooper Union,
as “an excuse to entertain my friends. This is what art students do. They
get together, they get drunk, and they draw pictures of each other.”

Fatebe takes her name from Muslimova’s abbreviated first name. She is
Fat-Ebe. She is uncouth. She is a comment on vanity. She is a low-brow
concern. The fact that she is fat is none of your business. “I tell people,
she’s already an entity, she just happens to be a bigger weight than other
people,” Muslimova said. “It’s not a big deal. It’s just a part of her
attribute. It’s ok to big. It’s not a giant statement.”

What started out as a joke became all that Muslimova could create. A
sculptress by training, she stopped making objects, and started just
drawing Fatebe. Fatebe with a vagina like a hot air balloon; Fatebe
making a circular hole in a wooden floor with her big dumb head.

“Whether I was thinking of it consciously or not, I wanted to own the
dick joke,” Muslimova says. “All of these boys around me had the
privilege of making boner jokes, and making boner funny art. I didn’t see
that being done by women – the back of the bathroom doodle type of
freedom.”

Consumed by Fatebe, Muslimova was unsure if she could ever have a
career in the art world. She preemptively gave one up. When she
graduated, she took a job making prints used on mass-market pajamas
— a job she still does today. “I draw flowers by day, and vaginas at
night,” she laughed.

Little did she know, but her career was just starting. Her Fatebe
images are skillful, and funny. They emerged at a time when women
finally seemed to be breaking through the prison of a certain type of
representation. “Vaginas are so serious,” Muslimova told me. “They’re
either something so furious, this origin of the world thing, or they’re
sexy. But what if it’s just like – the same way men twiddle the thing that
protrudes out of them. What if you owned that? Fatebe is not ashamed.”

In the exhibition at Magenta Plains, Muslimova is showing Fatebe
paintings for the first time — previously, the character only existed in
drawings. The work draws a wealth of connections. They resemble racist
cartoons from the 1930s, the drawings of Roger Hargreaves, Japanese
woodblock prints, and even the paintings of Tahitian women by Paul
Gaugin. They are vulgar, but they are also beautiful, and arresting.

“The paintings work like one liners,” Muslimova says. “A big concern of
mine is that they are read really fast. You might not get the statement
I’m making, but you get a statement really fast.”

The titles, Muslimova, are deadpan; but they are also nonsensical,
derived from word associations. Untitled (Jar), 2017, which shows
Fatebe impaled on a stack of coins, is a “painting I made about getting
fucked by money,” Muslimova told me. Fatebe Asparagus Pee, 2017
shows Fatebe with her mouth and ears full of asparagus, straddling a
pyramid of toilet paper. “I felt very humiliated making this whole show
this whole time,” Muslimova told me of the work. “I wanted one painting
where I was literally pissing myself. I wanted to do it in a way so that it
works as a kind of scratch and sniff in understanding.”

Muslimova is only at the beginning of her career, but she has a natural
instinct towards staying true to herself that most people only gain from
decades of failing. Fatebe, she believes, is not the kind of character that
makes an artist into an art star; but she doesn’t care because Fatebe
comes out of her cleanly, without struggle. Fatebe is a compulsion, and
she is a beacon.

“Whatever I need to be say can be said through her,” Muslimova says. “If
I can’t figure out a way to say it through Fatebe, then the statement isn’t
thought out well enough.”

It might not be your first choice to go see an exhibition that features a
character with sagging breasts that she dips into the brown murk of a
flooded basement; but go. I get why Muslimova is fascinated by her
character. Once you get a glimpse, you can’t tear your eyes away.

Ebecho Muslimova is open at Magenta Plains through February 11,
2018 concurrently with an exhibition of paintings by Zach Bruder.
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Ebecho Muslimova Fatebe Asparagus Pee, 2017 Acrylic on canvas 54h x 42w in
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Ebecho Muslimova Fatebe Rack, 2017 Acrylic on canvas 54h x 42w in
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Ebecho Muslimova Fatebe Wheelbarrow Unicycle, 2017 Ink on paper 9h x 12w in
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Ebecho Muslimova Fatebe Self Possession, 2017 Acrylic and gouache on canvas 60h x 42w in
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Ebecho Muslimova Untitled (Jar), 2017 Acrylic and gouache on canvas 12h x 10w in
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Ebecho Muslimova Fatebe 2017 Show, 2017 Ink and gouache on paper 10.50h x 17.75w in
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I

In its latest product launch, the unicorn AI startup is bringing
bots that make it sound like you’re talking to well known
people like Taylor Swift into your group chat.

nside Character.AI’s disheveled Palo Alto, California headquarters, employees at
first appear to be hard at work, glued to their computer monitors. But rather than
coding, many of them are engrossed in lively group chats with their colleagues and

the AI chatbot characters that Character has become known for. Now, thanks to a new
group chat function the startup launched Wednesday, they were chatting with work
friends along with bots that anyone can build to create the illusion that you’re actually
talking to the likes of Napoleon Bonaparte, Tony Stark or Lucifer.

“The feature was good enough that people stopped working sometimes to use it,”
cofounder Daniel De Freitas told Forbes. De Freitas, the company’s president, has been
particularly partial to gathering team members together to play Ship AI, a chatbot
programmed to act like a text-based adventure game that lets group chat participants
pretend to be astronauts exploring outer space.

The group chat feature is Character.AI’s latest move in cofounder and CEO Noam
Shazeer’s bet that people will want to interact with a variety of different chatbot
personas, rather than having a single, all-encompassing AI companion. By allowing the
company’s subscribers, who pay $9.99 per month, to interact with each other and some
of the startup’s 18 million AI bots in chats at the same time, Character is hoping to
establish dominance as the go-to app for AI-powered entertainment while adding to its
immediate revenue stream. Shazeer said that after “some period of time,” the company
plans to make the feature free “because our goal is to empower everyone with AGI,” or
artificial general intelligence.

Backed by nearly $200 million from VCs including Andreessen Horowitz, and valued at
$1 billion in a March funding round, Character.AI has wowed the startup community
with its engagement time — it claims registered users who send at least one message on
a given day spend an average of two hours on the platform. Since its initial launch in
September 2022, 20 million users have signed up for Character.AI, though traffic to its
website has been declining since its May 2023 peak, per analytics provider SimilarWeb.
Also in May, the startup began monetizing through its subscription service, which gives
customers priority access to its platform (servers have often been overloaded, and non-
paying users have to wait longer to get on) and early access to new features.
Character.AI declined to share any statistics on its subscribers or its recent growth
traction.

The group chat feature, which Forbes tested out, is still rudimentary. In the initial
iteration of Character.AI’s group chat, human users are able to chat with one another as
on any messaging platform. To invoke a bot’s response, however, a user must manually
tap on the icon for the specific bot they want to speak, or a dice icon which selects one of
the bots in the group chat to respond at random. The bots can respond to users’
questions, as well as to one other (though in the latter case, the human must still
prompt the bot to respond).

In a group chat with three Forbes reporters and Character.AI’s most popular AI
personas for singer Taylor Swift and NFL player Travis Kelce, a human user asked, “Tell
us your deepest insecurities about dating Taylor” and tapped on the icon for Kelce’s bot.

“My biggest insecurity about dating @Taylor-Swift is that other guys will be jealous of
me because they want to date her too. But I’m not afraid of the competition, she’s a
great girl and I’m going to show her a great time. I won’t let her down,” the bot wrote.

After the Taylor Swift bot was prompted, it responded: “Haha, I love the confidence,
Travis! Let’s meet up after the season, and I’ll let you show me a great time ;)”

There are other, more practical issues: the feature is only available on Character.AI’s
mobile app, and the chatbots appeared to only respond to the most recent message from
a human user.

The cofounders say product updates with better functionality are coming soon. The
underlying AI is also about to improve dramatically, Shazeer told Forbes, because the
company is beginning to receive fulfillment on an order of “many thousands” of Nvidia’s
new line of H100 GPUs after a months-long delay due to supply chain shortages. The
company plans to put the chips to use to train new large language models, he said.

Part of the urgency to launch the product now, before a new model is ready, may have to
do with several generative AI tools launched by Meta in late September. In an exclusive
interview with Forbes last month, Mark Zuckerberg outlined a vision of bringing AI
“characters” to his company’s various products. “You’ll be able to talk to them in
WhatsApp and Messenger and Instagram, and they'll be embodied as avatars in virtual
reality,” he said. These include an AI assistant called “Meta AI” and 28 other characters
that users can talk to in group chats. “That looks familiar,” Character.AI’s Twitter
account quipped after Meta’s announcement.

Shazeer said the group chat feature had been in the works for several months before
Meta’s announcement, and he views Zuckerberg’s move into the space as something of a
compliment. “It is great to see other companies getting inspired and building similar
products — it’s a real testament to what we’re doing and to the engagement that we’re
getting,” Shazeer said.

De Freitas and Shazeer, a coauthor on the seminal research paper on “transformers”
that catalyzed the generative AI boom, met while working as AI engineers at Google,
where together they developed an early large language model that would become the
foundation for Bard. But in 2021, they left the company because they said they’d run
into bureaucratic roadblocks implementing the technology into consumer-facing
applications. Shazeer, a 20-year veteran who joined prior to Google’s IPO, said he
departed despite a personal plea from CEO Sundar Pichai.

“He talked to me to see if he could encourage me to stay,” Shazeer told Forbes in a July
interview. “But, basically I wanted to get this technology out to as many people as
possible and just empower everyone with flexible AI. I think it was the right decision.”
Shazeer said the company would have needed to release the chatbot they were working
on to a wide audience for him to consider staying. “It just felt like Google was not going
to be very comfortable launching something that could say anything, and that you really
had to be a startup to launch something like that,” he said.

The pair founded Character.AI in November 2021, a year before public appetite for AI
swelled when OpenAI released ChatGPT. Google unveiled Bard this past February. Still,
Character.AI has continued to carve a niche for itself. The vast majority of the startup’s
bots have been created by its user base, who can upload examples of what they want the
character to say and give the model feedback to help it improve, Shazeer said in the
interview this month.

Startup challengers Replika and Chai have emerged, but the space remained devoid of
Big Tech challengers until Zuckerberg’s announcement last month. But Shazeer claims
to be unfazed by these competitors. “We’re competing against the $2 trillion industry of
legacy entertainment” — say, games, books and movies — “because people want a lot of
the same things like fun, the social experience and interesting content. Those things are
identical regardless of whether more companies are noticing our space,” he said.

Enter the group chat. Shazeer acknowledged that Character.AI has kinks to work out in
the new feature to improve its usability, such as expanding its context window so that
the AI can appear to remember longer durations of the conversation. “Right now the
system is operating just based on a context window of a few thousand words, so
characters are only reacting to whatever happened recently, which is highly
suboptimal,” Shazeer said.

The bots also remain prone to “hallucinations” in which the AI outputs false
information. After Forbes asked the startup’s flagship bot Character Assistant how it
was trained, the bot stated it had access to, among other things, customer service calls
and transaction data from banks like Chase, Wells Fargo and Bank of America. Shazeer
and De Freitas said this was incorrect and the bot had made up the answer.

Up to now, Character.AI’s chatbots have been built on the same foundational model that
it trained in summer 2022 using 1,000 Nvidia A100 GPU chips. After its full order is
fulfilled, the startup will be able to train new AI models on 40 times the amount of
computing power as its current model, Shazeer said. All the compute access is being
rented from Google Cloud and other cloud providers for now; Shazeer said Character.AI
is considering eventually building its own GPU cluster, but has made no firm decisions.

Character.AI is betting that the new models will bring its technology closer to AGI,
expanding the range of use cases beyond entertainment. For Shazeer, this is one reason
he claims to not be worried about declining traffic. “Really I think AI is underhyped
because the things that are going to be possible in the coming years are going to be
really, really impressive compared to what’s possible now,” he said.

That goes for Character.AI’s group chats too. In time, he said, the bots in the group chat
will be able to respond to human messages automatically. In the future, a fictional AI
character could “just step in and say something that will bring you together with
somebody,” he said. “I think it’s going to be a magical moment when that happens.”

Rashi Shrivastava contributed reporting.
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